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        19th March is FATHER’S DAY. Don’t forget to tell 

        your dad how important he is to you. Give him lots 

        of kisses and hugs and spoil him on this day   

 

        SPRING will be here really soon. When you 

       T think of Spring, you think of… 
 

 

 

 

        HAPPY EASTER EVERYONE 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             A ch class 

            Trofa – having 

            a HOT DOG  

            and PIZZA 

            class     

 

 

 

17 / 
March 

1st Beatriz D teens ST 

1st Mariana F.C.E  ST 

2nd Ana Isabel B ch  T 

3rd Lia  C teens RA 

5th Sandra B adults RA 

5th  Joana  D teens T 

6th Henrique B ch  T 

7th Henry  C teens T 

7th Mariana F.C.E  T 

7th Miguel  F.C.E  ST 

11th Graça  F.C.E  ST 

12th Duarte C teens ST 

12th Ana Sofia C.A.E  ST 

13th Pedro  D teens ST 

14th Francisca Beg ch ST 

14th Beatriz A ch  ST 

14th Duarte B ch  T 

14th Mariana B ch  T 

14th Rita  D teens T 

16th Mauro  B teens T 

17th Victor  B adults ST 

18th Gabriel B teens ST 

19th Luisa  A adults ST 

20th Luisa  A adults RA 

21st Ana Rita D adults ST 

21st Mariana F.C.E  T 

22nd Beatriz C teens ST 

22nd João  C teens ST 

23rd Gonçalo D teens T 

23rd Mary  F.C.E  T 

25th Daniel  Beg ch T 

27th André  Beg adults T 

29th Angela Convers T 

31st Barbara A adults RA 

 



 

 

                                                    Student’s Work   

 
   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hello, I’m Zé Pedro and I am eleven years old. 

My hobby is to collect minerals and rocks. 

I have more than twenty minerals and another 

thirty rocks. 

I have two favourite minerals. The first one is 

the “Eye of the Tiger”. It comes from South 

Africa. 

The second one is the “Desert Rose”. It comes 

from Tunis. 

This hobby is very interesting because when I 

look at the minerals, it reminds me of the 

places where they came from. Each mineral or 

rock has a story. 
(José Pedro Carvalho – A ch – Trofa) 

 

Hello. My name is Cecilia. I’m thirteen years old. 

Since small I love music, so my favourite hobby is musical 

group. 

I like to be part of the musical group because I like singing 

and playing the piano. Besides that, with the group we go 

to many cities, for example London. 

My visit to London was the big moment of my life. 

I loved knowing a new country, new people, new culture 

and beautiful monuments with the company of my friends. 

Sometimes, I think of practising other hobbies, but I will 

never stop practising this hobby.                                        
  (Cecilia Ferreira – A ch – Trofa) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My Dream Job 

I'd like to be a footballer. I like to play football and to watch football too. The best thing about being a 

footballer is to score a goal. It's the best feeling in the world and if it is in a very importante match,better. I 

wouldn't like to work in China because the championship isn't competitive enough. I'd prefer to play in 

England, in Premier League in Manchester City because it's very competitive and they have a lot of teams 

playing for the same objective. When I almost finished my career, I want to play for Futebol Clube do 

Porto, my favourite club ever!                                                                 (Mariana Couto -  B Children - St Tirso) 
 

The way of St James 
The way of Saint James known as Caminho de Santiago is a network of ways used by the 

pilgrims to go to the catedral of Santiago de Compostela in Galicia, Spain. 
You can do it on foot, cycling or even on a horse. You can also do it alone or in a group. 

There are a lot of ways that you can take but to obtain the certificate called "Compostela" you 
have to walk at least 100 kilometers. 

The ways are located around Europe, especially inSpain, Portugal and France. Obviously, the 
"Camino" is open all the year and is free. However, in the places where the pilgrims stay at 

night, they have to pay, but it's something symbolic, no more than 8 euros. Along the ways we 
can find a lot of facilities like cafés and shops and in all of them they have stamps to put in the 

pilgrims' credential. 
I've already done the way called "Via de la Plata" and I'd definitely recommend it, not only 

because of the beautiful landscapes of Galicia, but also because I shared beautiful moments 
with my friends that I am never going to forget. 

I think that spending a lot of days with friends and without the luxuries we have at home can 
make us think about what is really importante .                        (Beatriz Sousa - D Teens - St Tirso) 
 



Our favourite book 

Our favourite book is “If I Stay”  

by Gale Forman. 

It’s a drama book about a 17-

year-old girl named Mia Hall as 

she deals with the aftermath of 

a catastrophic car accident 

involving her family. 

Mia is the only member of her  

family to survive, and she finds

 herself in coma, where she is  

able to watch the actions around her. Mia realizes 

that she must use her past and her relationships to 

make a decision for her future. 

We have never read such a fantastic book like this.  

(Diana Vieira, Isabel Gonçalves, Margarida Teixeira 

  B ch – St Tirso) 

 

My favourite book is ”Spy Dog”. 

It is an adventure book. It’s 

about a dog called Lisa. 

Lisa is a very smart dog wich 

does things like a person, sitting 

at the table, watching TV etc. It 

is also a spy. It works for the 

Brittish government. It is lost  

and wants to be found by the organization. 

It has to go to a dog kennel and be adoted by a 

family. It understands it is happier with the family 

and not doing missions for the Brittish 

government. 

I like this book because it’s exciting and 

interesting. 

(Francisco Bartolomeu – B ch – St Tirso) 

   

Essay – Methods governments should use to tackle cyberbullying amongst school children 
Cyberbullying is a form of harassment using an electronic means. It is not a recent reality, but unfortunately is 

seems to be increasing drastically and reaching younger age groups. Nowadays, children have access to the internet 

from a very young age, and they definitely constitute the most vulnerable target to cyberbullies. 

Probably the most important and effective measure that should be considered is the implementation of school 

campaigns. Children learn things very quickly when taught the right way, for instance by watching educational videos 

warning them of the dangers of cyberbullying, or role-playing activities in order to teach them how to surf online 

safely. Were children to be alerted about all the dangers that the internet, especially social media, brings and taught 

how to use them carefully, then the levels of cyberbullying would finally begin decreasing. That being said, it is clear 

that these types of educational programs against cyberbullying should be include in the planning of children’s school 

activities and should be made compulsory for every child and young teen. 

Although school campaigns may be a useful weapon to fight cyberbullying, it will not be fool proof if applied 

alone. Ideally, we should also act with social networks themselves, in order to prevent or at least minimize the dangers 

inherent in them. A synergism between social media regulation and children’s education with school campaigns would 

probably be the most effective attitude to be taken to stop this concern. 

Harmful bullying behaviours have been demonstrated to have a number of serious consequences for its 

victims, including low self-esteem, depression and even increased suicidal ideation. It is definitely a major concern 

nowadays, therefore governments, along with de school staffs and the founders of social media, should use methods 

to tackle cyberbullying so as to protect the younger generations of its dangers.  

(Lara Torres – C.A.E – Trofa) 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every week, my friends and I meet in one of the most popular snack bars next to our school 

called ‘Bubbles’.  

It is a really nice place. It has a large terrace that is useful on sunny days. Bubbles has all 

kinds of food. If you only want to have a snack in the morning or in the middle of the 

afternoon, you can eat crepes, fruit yoghurts or sandwiches. If you want to have lunch or 

dinner, you can also have menus with different types of salads and pastas.  

Definitely, the natural fruit shakes are what they sell the most. Bubbles is in a central place so 

a lot of students go there. 

It is a place that sells healthy food so the prices can be a little expensive. 

I’ll definitely recommend ‘Bubbles’ because it is a pleasant place to hang out with friends and 

has a good menu.                         (Catarina Pimenta – D teens – Trofa) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


